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Abstract61
62
Capture-recapture methods are frequently employed to estimate abundance of cetaceans using photographic63
techniques and a variety of statistical models. However, there are many unresolved issues regarding the selection64
and manipulation of images that can potentially impose bias on resulting estimates. To examine the potential65
impact of these issues we circulated a test data set of dorsal fin images from bottlenose dolphins to several66
independent research groups. Photo-identification methods were generally similar, but the selection, scoring, and67
matching of images varied greatly amongst groups. Based on these results we make the following68
recommendations. Researchers should: (1) determine the degree of marking, or level of distinctiveness, and use69
images of sufficient quality to recognize animals of that level of distinctiveness; (2) ensure that markings are70
sufficiently distinct to eliminate the potential for “twins” to occur; (3) stratify data sets by distinctiveness and71
generate a series of abundance estimates to investigate the influence of including animals of varying degrees of72
markings; and (4) strive to examine and incorporate variability among analysts into capture-recapture estimation.73
In this paper we summarize these potential sources of bias and provide recommendations for best practices for74
using natural markings in a capture-recapture framework.75
76
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3Introduction79
80
Natural markings have long been used to identify individual cetaceans. Initially, researchers used these markings81
to follow the movements of individually distinctive animals. For example, repeated sightings of a bottlenose82
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) with a disfigured dorsal fin provided inferences into its home range (Caldwell 1955).83
Other researchers followed the movements of an individual humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) with a84
distinctive dorsal fin and pigmentation pattern on the underside of its flukes (Schevill and Backus 1960).85
Photographs enhanced the ability of researchers to use natural markings (i.e., photo-identification) to identify86
individual cetaceans. The approach was then extended to longitudinal photo-identification studies of cetacean87
populations beginning with killer whales (Orcinus orca) in the 1970s (Bigg 1982) and soon expanded to other88
species, including humpback whales (Katona and Whitehead 1981) and right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) (Payne89
1986), bottlenose dolphins (Würsig and Würsig 1977, Wells and Scott 1999) and spinner dolphins (Stenella90
longirostris) (Norris et al. 1994). Depending on the species, various features are used to identify individuals,91
including: notch patterns in fluke edges, nicks and notches in the trailing edges of dorsal fins, the shape of dorsal92
ridges, pigmentation patterns, or callosity patterns and scars. Eventually, photo-identification methods were93
developed to obtain quantitative estimates of population parameters, such as abundance and survival (Hammond94
1986). In 1988 the International Whaling Commission (IWC) held a workshop to review and standardize95
photographic techniques, sampling protocols, and analytical methods. The results of the workshop were96
published (Hammond et al. 1990).97
98
In the late 1990s, the advent of affordable and durable digital cameras drastically changed photo-identification99
methods in both the field and laboratory (Markowitz et al. 2003, Mazzoil et al. 2004). For the first time,100
researchers were able to take large numbers of images without stopping to change film, manually focus, or modify101
camera settings. And, importantly, it was possible to review images in the field to determine which individuals102
had been captured with images of sufficient quality. In the laboratory, the use of digital photography eliminated103
the cost and time involved in developing film (Markowitz et al. 2003) and allowed manipulation of images to104
resolve fine features that might not have been visible using traditional techniques.105
106
There have been parallel advances in statistical analyses over the past two decades, facilitating the development107
and fitting of a wider array of capture-recapture models to more realistically describe the processes underlying108
individual capture (Pollock et al. 1990, Pollock 2000). A large and increasing number of researchers are using109
photo-identification methods to derive estimates of abundance for cetaceans using statistical models implemented110
in computer programs such as MARK, POPAN, or CAPTURE (Otis et al. 1978, Arnason and Schwarz 1999,111
White and Burnham 1999) or using custom models tailored towards specific cetacean applications (e.g., Corkery112
et al. 2008; Durban et al. 2010; Conn et al. 2011; Fearnbach et al. 2012). However, there are many unresolved113
issues regarding data selection to match model assumptions that can potentially impose biases on resulting114
4estimates. Here we argue that these issues and their effects on estimates of abundance are both important and115
under-appreciated. The 1988 IWC Workshop (Hammond et al. 1990) began a discourse regarding these issues116
and we take up the discussion here and develop a series of “best practices” to standardize laboratory methods and,117
we hope, improve future studies using photo-identification to estimate the abundance of cetacean populations.118
119
The primary objective of this paper is to determine how best to select photo-identification data sets for use in120
capture-recapture analyses, with a particular focus on identifying potential sources of bias arising from practices121
used in the field and laboratory and on the development of methods to minimize these biases.122
123
Capture-recapture statistical models used to estimate abundance require photo-identification data to conform to a124
specific set of assumptions in order to provide adequate model fit (Hammond 2009, Hammond 2010). With125
careful attention to experimental design, image selection, data analysis, and model choice, researchers can126
minimize the potential bias associated with violating these assumptions.127
128
Three of the primary assumptions are related to the accuracy of the data themselves (the marked animals):129
1) marks are unique, 2) read without error, and 3) do not change or are not lost. Two further assumptions of130
conventional capture-recapture models are related to the behavior of the animals and/or researchers and determine131
how representative the data are of the sample population: 4) capture probability is unaffected by marking and132
5) is equal among individuals within a sampling occasion. A final assumption is relevant only to the analysis of133
closed populations, that is, 6) no births, deaths, permanent immigration, or permanent emigration occur between134
sampling occasions.135
136
These assumptions and their effects on estimates of population size of terrestrial and marine mammals have been137
extensively reviewed elsewhere (Carothers 1973, Otis et al. 1978, Seber 1982, Begon 1983, Hammond 1986,138
Wilson et al. 1999, Chao 2001, Read et al. 2003, Amstrup et al. 2005). Here we address two other sets of139
concerns: best practices in the laboratory for evaluating image quality and distinctiveness so that marks are140
recorded correctly, and whether subsequent selection of data for analysis is representative so that bias is141
minimized in the resulting estimates.142
143
To ensure that marks are read without error, it is first critical for a marked animal to be recognized with (near)144
100% certainty if recaptured in an image of acceptable quality. Explicit in this definition is an interaction145
between image quality and the distinctiveness of features used to identify an individual. For example, the most146
distinct individuals may be identifiable in poor quality images, but individuals with subtle features may be147
recognizable only in higher quality images. Herein lies a critical analytical question: how best to balance148
accuracy (minimizing the violations of assumptions) with precision (largely a function of sample size) in149
estimation?150
5151
The goal of the present paper, therefore, is to provide recommendations for best practices in the selection of152
images and data used in photographic capture-recapture studies used to estimate the abundance of cetaceans.153
154
Examination of variation in methods used across laboratories and researchers155
We circulated a test data set of dorsal fin images of bottlenose dolphins to researchers who had considerable156
experience with photo-identification of this and other species. Each researcher provided the results of their photo-157
identification efforts and responded to questions regarding selection of images from the data set for capture-158
recapture analyses.159
160
Experimental design161
Each researcher evaluated and matched images independently, which allowed us to compare error rates and to162
estimate the magnitude of bias resulting from different data selection methods. All results were submitted163
anonymously. The test data set of images represented two separate dolphin encounters, each including a known164
number of individual animals. Each encounter comprised 50 images chosen by two experienced analysts from a165
catalog of known individuals. The images represented a range of quality and distinctiveness, contained in a 3x3166
matrix of excellent, good, and poor quality images and well marked, moderately marked, and ‘clean’ (fins with no167
markings). Each participant applied their laboratory’s photo-identification methods for the purpose of capture-168
recapture analysis. We also asked each researcher to provide a description of the criteria used to evaluate images169
and select marked individuals. Participants identified matches within each encounter and between the two170
encounters. This allowed us to assess the effects of image quality and levels of distinctiveness on recapture rates.171
We specifically asked participants to provide the following information from their evaluation of the data sets:172
173
1. The number of images that were of sufficient image quality to be used in a capture-recapture174
analysis;175
2. The number of images that were “unmarked” or insufficiently distinct to be used;176
3. The number of unique dolphins in each encounter;177
4. The number of matches within each encounter;178
5. The number of matches between the two encounters.179
180
Results181
Eighteen participants from 12 research groups conducted our photo-identification experiment; some respondents182
were from the same laboratory, but submitted their results independently (Table 1). Thirteen participants183
provided their protocols for selection of images for photo-identification. In selecting images, every respondent184
assessed the following four sets of features: (1) focus/clarity/sharpness; (2) contrast/lighting/exposure; (3) angle185
of the dorsal fin to the photographer; and (4) whether the entire fin was visible.186
6187
Some research groups assigned quantitative values to each of these criteria to generate an image quality score;188
others assigned an overall quantitative or qualitative grade of image quality. Respondents used various features to189
identify and match individuals; all used permanent features with some additionally relying on temporary marks190
and lesions (Table 2). Generally, most evaluated the range of distinctiveness of an animal’s features using a191
categorical scoring system: very distinct (high), moderately distinct (average), or not distinct (clean).192
193
Overall, there was a surprisingly high degree of variation among responders in the results of the experiment (Fig.194
1-5). For example, when participants were asked to report the number of unique distinctive individuals within an195
encounter (out of a total of 50 images), the responses ranged from 17 to 47 (Fig. 3). The parameters with the196
highest inter-individual variance were the evaluation of distinctiveness (CV=113% and 77% in encounters 1 and197
2, respectively) and the number of matches within (CV=77% and 52%) and between encounters (CV=49%).198
These results underscored the need to review the criteria used for selecting photo-identification images to be used199
for capture-recapture analysis.200
201
We calculated an abundance estimate for each data set using the Chapman modification of the Lincoln-Peterson202
estimator (Fig. 6). Not surprisingly, there was a high degree of variation in the resulting point estimates, although203
the confidence intervals did overlap, indicating that there were no statistical differences among estimates. It204
should be noted that this result was most likely due to a lack of power caused by the small number of recaptures205
made in the two sampling periods. Regardless, there was an unsettling degree of variation among researchers in206
the evaluation of image quality, distinctiveness, images selected, and matches. Participants from the same207
institution generally had similar results, suggesting that most variation was due to the different methods used by208
each laboratory. There was no apparent effect of the degree of experience with photo-identification. Some209
researchers selected images of relatively low quality to match, whereas others were much more selective and210
restricted their data set to high quality images of distinctive individuals.211
212
We suggest that future studies using natural markings should address this potential source of heterogeneity by213
assigning scores of distinctiveness and image quality, and by exploring the potential effects of variation in these214
parameters on estimates of abundance. The exercise demonstrated that researchers in our field exhibit215
considerable variation in the methods used to select images and data for capture-recapture analyses with216
bottlenose dolphins. With the results of this exercise in mind, we focused discussion on practical issues of image217
and data selection for photographic capture-recapture analysis.218
219
Photographic Quality, Individual Distinctiveness and Matching Criteria (Assumptions 1, 2 & 3)220
To address how photo-identification images and marks are evaluated and matching criteria are used to select the221
sample of marked animals, and how bias may be introduced during this process, we addressed the following222
7questions, which pertain to assumptions (1), (2), and (3) above. Which images should be retained and which223
should be discarded - should every image be evaluated in some quantitative fashion? Is it appropriate to224
manipulate or edit images? Is the scoring process replicable? Should there be some minimum quality standard225
for image selection? Is there a minimum threshold to consider an animal ‘marked’? And, how can one ensure226
that all potential matches are identified?227
228
Photographic Quality229
Analysts are typically concerned with the presence (1) or absence (0) of individuals in the capture histories used230
to estimate abundance, but this process begins with selection of the images for inclusion in the analysis. The231
inclusion of poor quality images increases the risk of making incorrect matches or missing them altogether232
(Hammond 1986). False positive matches (recording two different animals as the same individual) introduce233
avoidable error, cause estimates of abundance to be negatively biased, and are difficult to detect in long-lived234
species, especially over a long time series (Gunnlaugsson and Sigurjonsson 1990, Yoshizaki et al. 2009). False235
negative matches (recording one animal as two or more by missing a match because of poor image quality or236
when individuals acquire new features) create “ghost histories” of individuals and result in positively biased237
estimates (Yoshizaki et al. 2009). It is well documented that error rates increase with decreasing photographic238
quality (Stevick et al. 2001, Friday et al. 2008, Frasier et al. 2009, Barlow et al. 2011). It is essential to define239
and implement a threshold for photographic quality in capture-recapture studies because it is assumed that every240
individual is recognized or identified correctly; if the effects of alternative thresholds are explored in analysis (see241
below) these should also be defined.242
243
To understand which practices are used in our field, we reviewed 34 publications from 1999 to 2011 that244
employed photo-identification images to estimate abundance of cetaceans (see Appendix S3). The vast majority245
(n=31) assessed photographic quality; 21 of these studies employed a quality scale and nine used a binary scale246
(one was unclear on the criteria used). Most authors regarded focus or clarity as the most critical element of a247
good quality image (Table 3). Proper exposure and lighting and/or contrast were also considered to be important248
components of a good quality image, although with photo-management software it is possible to enhance these249
elements in a digital image. However, none of these papers mentioned digital manipulation or enhancement other250
than the cropping of images. Other features used to assess whether a photograph is of acceptable quality pertain251
more to the subject than the image: the angle of the subject to the photographer; whether all potentially252
distinguishing features of the animal are visible in the frame and not obscured by waves, water, adjacent animals,253
or barnacles; and distance to the subject or the size of the subject relative to the frame.254
255
Among the 34 publications (Appendix S3), two of the most widely cited lists of criteria for scoring image quality256
were those of Wilson et al. (1999) for studies of bottlenose dolphins in the Moray Firth, Scotland and Urian et al.257
(1999) for bottlenose dolphins in the western North Atlantic. Wilson et al. (1999) graded images on a scale of 1258
8to 3 and used only grade 3 images that were well lit, in focus, free from spray and with fins parallel to the259
photographer with the dolphin’s flank exposed. Urian et al. (1999) (updated in Urian et al. in press) used a more260
complex grading scheme, with five criteria scored independently for focus, angle, contrast, proportion of fin in261
frame, and full or partial fin in frame. These scores are weighted depending on their contribution to the overall262
quality of the images and the sum of the scores is used to describe overall photographic quality. If an image is263
deficient in any one of the criteria, the image is rejected. This system has worked well in trying to minimize264
subjectivity within and between laboratories, but is relatively time-consuming.265
266
All types of analyses, including those of social association and home range, are essentially capture-recapture in267
which photographic sighting histories of individuals are accumulated over time, so that, regardless of the research268
question, low quality images should not be included in such analyses. The threshold of image quality should be269
clearly defined and described in any study. There is an understandable desire to standardize the evaluation of270
image quality across studies, but, in reality, the criteria used will vary from study to study and site to site.271
However, there is a clear need for researchers to be explicit about the quality and distinctiveness criteria used and272
to standardize reporting of these methods in the literature.273
274
In some cases it is possible to apply simulation models to better capture some potential sources of bias in275
photographic data sets. If there is variation in methods amongst contributing researchers or laboratories, for276
example, it is possible to incorporate these differences as uncertainty in the resulting abundance estimate (e.g.,277
Barlow et al. 2011).278
279
Transition from slides to digital media280
In many long-term photo-identification studies, older records were derived from images on color slide film or281
black and white negatives. The transition to digital media introduced another potential source of bias. For282
example, Rayment (unpublished data) noted that scanned slides in digital catalogs are generally of lower quality283
than original digital images. Urian (unpublished data) found that the behavior of individual photographers284
changed between capture-recapture studies of bottlenose dolphins employing slide film in 2000 and digital285
photography in 2006. Photographers took fewer images of very distinctive dolphins when they were able to286
review digital images in the field, but took more images of very distinctive animals with slide film, perhaps to287
ensure that they ‘captured’ these individuals. There were also fewer poor quality images and more average288
quality digital images because of the ability to zoom in on features without losing resolution. A great advantage289
of digital technology is that higher resolution images can increase capture probability, thus increasing precision.290
An arguably equally important advantage is that increasing capture probability will tend to decrease any291
heterogeneity and thus also potentially decrease bias (if heterogeneity is otherwise unaccounted for) (Hammond292
2010).293
294
9Manipulation of images – the use of photo editing tools to enhance photographs295
We recommend that researchers report the file format of images used and note whether images are cropped or296
enhanced (e.g., manipulating the brightness or contrast of an image). Some researchers have expressed concern297
with the use of JPEG image format because of issues associated with artifacts of JPEG compression from the298
RAW image file format, which may result in a loss of information (e.g., Mizrock 2007). If the loss of image299
quality from conversion from RAW format to a JPEG compromises the matching process, then the marks being300
considered are probably too subtle. We recommend that the RAW image file be archived so that no features are301
lost or altered during manipulation of the original image.302
303
Individual Distinctiveness304
The use of natural markings differs from traditional capture-recapture studies, in which animals are physically305
caught using traps and are marked by researchers with unique tags. Therefore, the use of natural markings in a306
capture-recapture framework relies on the use of features that are distinct enough to eliminate the potential for307
“twins” to occur in the population. As noted above, false positive and false negative matches may be introduced308
not only by including images of poor quality in the matching process, but also by including animals with subtle or309
temporary mark types. Natural markings must be distinct enough to be reliably captured (and recaptured) in an310
image that meets the defined quality threshold. Herein is the problematic issue of the interplay between the311
quality of an image for photo-identification and the distinctiveness of the individual for matching; if there is a312
threshold for distinctiveness, should this threshold depend on image quality (Agler 1992; Friday et al. 2000, 2008;313
Read et al. 2003)?314
315
The threshold used for distinctiveness often depends on the population being studied, such that subtle or316
temporary markings may be used with small populations in a limited range and within a short time period,317
whereas only very well-marked animals should be used with large populations that range across extensive areas318
and/or over a long time period. This issue is strongly related to capture probability; individuals from small local319
populations have higher probability of being captured and thus more subtle marks may be included. The choice320
of marks should be related to not only the study species, but also to the frequency of sampling periods and overall321
duration of the study, so it is valuable to have some knowledge of the range and relative size of the population322
being studied, as well as the intended frequency and overall time span of sampling.323
324
In an ideal world, image quality and mark distinctiveness would be independent but, as was apparent in our325
exercise, in practice different standards or thresholds are applied. Some of our participants attempted to increase326
capture probability by including well-marked fins in poor quality images, but this will introduce, or increase,327
heterogeneity in capture probabilities. In addition, our respondents used a range of qualitative and quantitative328
descriptions to evaluate distinctiveness.329
330
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Some laboratories use separate analysts to score image quality and individual distinctiveness to help minimize any331
interplay between the two scores. The interplay between image quality and distinctiveness seems to be an332
inherent issue in the selection of photo-identification images (Friday et al. 2008).333
334
One approach for selecting the criteria for considering whether an animal is categorized as “marked” or335
“captured” is to determine the degree of marking, or what level of distinctiveness will be used, and then decide on336
the image quality threshold necessary to recognize animals based on that level of distinctiveness. For example, if337
only very distinctive animals are included in the analysis, then lower photographic quality criteria may be used,338
but if subtle features are used to identify individuals, then only very high quality images should be included.339
340
Matching criteria341
To verify a match, most researchers require confirmation from an additional experienced researcher, and some342
laboratories require at least three judges to confirm a match. Instituting systematic protocols for the matching343
process minimizes errors in assigning false positive, but does not address the issue of missing matches (false344
negatives). And, although matches are typically confirmed by other researchers, few studies report how analysts345
check for unmatched individuals. It is possible to reduce matching error rate by using multiple analysts to search346
for potential matches or to include a measure of certainty or confidence associated with each match. If a match is347
very difficult to confirm or reject, the quality of the image or distinctiveness of the animal is likely to be348
insufficient. Additionally, if consensus is not reached among analysts, the potential match should be rejected.349
Hence, protocols are inherently averse to false positives, thereby increasing false negatives (Stevick et al. 2001).350
351
An alternative to eliminating these data, and reducing statistical power, is to use variability in the assignments352
among individual analysts to generate estimates of the probability of a match. If data from multiple analysts can353
be built into an appropriate observation model for the identifications, then a state-space approach (e.g., Royle354
2008) could be used to incorporate this key uncertainty into inference from a capture-recapture process model.355
We expect the development of such an approach in the near future.356
357
Errors in matching can occur as a result of many issues inherent in the photo-identification process. This error358
rate may be a function of fatigue and catalog size; it is very time consuming to search manually through large359
digital catalogs. The number of comparisons can be reduced by subdividing catalogs into mark types; several360
software applications allow images to be organized based on features or quality such as FinBase (Adams et al.361
2006) and computer-assisted matching programs, such as Darwin, Finscan, or Fluke Matcher (Wilkin et al. 1998,362
Hillman et al. 2003, Kniest et al. 2010), also assist in this regard. Computer matching programs can ease fatigue363
associated with working with large catalogs and help to minimize subjectivity in the matching process, although364
the analyst still makes the final decision regarding a match.365
366
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Recommendations367
Image quality should be assessed prior to the matching process in capture-recapture studies and the criteria and368
thresholds used should be reported not only in the literature, but explored for their impacts on the final estimates.369
Researchers studying different populations will use practices best suited for their study species, but it is necessary370
to report these practices clearly. It is desirable to incorporate the effects of variation in grading images and371
matching into capture-recapture models. If it is possible to estimate the error rate (see Stevick et al. 2001, Barlow372
et al. 2011), then the population estimate can be adjusted accordingly; however, if this is not possible then only373
high quality images should be included in the analyses, (at the cost of a limited sample size), which will minimize374
bias but decrease precision. Variation clearly exists amongst analysts in this regard; such variability is not375
inherently bad, but it should be estimated and incorporated in the analysis. Variability among analysts should be376
examined and incorporated into observation models when using capture-recapture techniques to estimate377
abundance, but this will require development of new statistical procedures.378
379
Researchers may employ simple or complex grading schemes to evaluate image quality. We recommend380
applying a simple grading system for large populations and data sets. Researchers should not feel compelled to381
adhere to any specific set of criteria, but they should report their methods clearly, preferably with examples. The382
specific criteria used will depend on the species and features used for individual identification. For example,383
focus and angle are critical for using notch patterns to identify individuals and contrast is not as important. On the384
other hand, it is essential to have images with good contrast when using pigmentation patterns to identify animals.385
Therefore, the criteria used do not need to be standardized across studies, but should be evaluated, reported, and386
replicable.387
388
We recommend that thresholds of photographic quality (see above) should be determined by how well-marked an389
animal should be for capture-recapture studies. One approach is to set the mark level first, then set the threshold390
of image quality to ensure that animals with such markings will be recaptured in any image of this quality.391
Therefore, subtle features may be included if the image quality threshold is high. Potential bias through392
individual heterogeneity is introduced when including animals with very few markings, which may not be evident393
in images of lesser quality. When a data set is restricted to excellent quality images, the capture probability of394
individuals included in a capture-recapture analysis is reduced. If the image quality threshold is relaxed, and395
more individuals are included in the analysis, potential heterogeneity bias is introduced if less distinctive animals396
cannot be reliably identified in subsequent pictures of equal quality. A significant source of variation in397
photographic capture-recapture studies is due to re-scaling estimates of the marked population to arrive at an398
estimate of the total population (Durban et al. 2010; Eguchi in press, and see below). Not all animals have399
reliable marks and thus are not distinguishable, but these individuals need to be included in the estimate of total400
population size. We recommend that researchers stratify their data sets by distinctiveness ratings and generate a401
series of abundance estimates to investigate the influence of including animals of varying distinctiveness.402
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403
Permanence of Marking and Mark Evolution (Assumptions 2 & 3)404
Relatively few studies have addressed the issue of how marks change over time with cetaceans in a quantitative405
manner. This relates to the issue of evolving marks as it pertains to assumptions (2) and (3), specifically the406
following questions: what is the rate of change of markings over time and how can this rate be estimated? Does407
this rate vary by species or population and how might evolution of marks affect estimates of abundance? To408
address this question we examined the results of several long-term studies that evaluated mark evolution.409
410
Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus), which are identified by markings along the trailing edge of the flukes,411
had a 1.3% probability of mark change each year (Dufault and Whitehead 1995). Wilson et al. (1999) assessed412
mark permanence for bottlenose dolphins in the Moray Firth, Scotland over a three-year period. Nicks and413
notches on the dorsal fin were relatively stable, but scratches and skin disorders faded or disappeared over the414
course of the study. Gowans and Whitehead (2001) conducted a nine-year study on mark permanence of northern415
bottlenose whales (Hyperoodon ampullatus). This study identified back indentations, mottled patches, or dorsal416
fin notches as the most appropriate long-term markings for individual identification, with no loss of these marks417
and up to a 2% gain rate per year. Aschettino et al. (2011) showed that mark changes in melon-headed whales418
(Peponocephala electra) in Hawai‘i occurred once every 9.2-13.8 yr. False killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens)419
marks were changed once every 6.9 to 8.8 yr in Hawaii (Baird et al. 2008). Auger-Méthé and Whitehead (2007)420
calculated the rates of acquisition for each mark type in a photo-identification study of long-finned pilot whales421
(Globicephala melas). Dorsal fin markings were determined to be the most permanent mark type, but only one-422
third of the animals had markings that were distinctive enough to be used for long-term identification, suggesting423
that additional mark types such as scarring and saddle patches might help to increase the number of identifiable424
individuals in a population.425
426
Overall, the results of these studies indicate that permanent notches of the dorsal fin or flukes and persistent427
pigmentation patterns (e.g., blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus); Ramp et al. 2006) are the most appropriate428
mark types for long-term identification. However, each study population experiences different ecological429
circumstances (including anthropogenic influences and degree of predation pressure) that may lead to marks, so430
acquisition rates will vary from one population to the next.431
432
The community of bottlenose dolphins in Sarasota Bay, Florida has been studied for over 40 yr and approximately433
96% of the dolphins are identifiable (Wells 2003, Wells 2013). This community, therefore, provides a model case434
study to assess mark acquisition rates. Seventy-seven dolphin calves were monitored using photo-identification435
methods to identify rates of mark acquisition from 2004-2011 (calves were added to the study throughout this436
time period, so all calves born in 2004 were followed, in addition to calves born in subsequent years). At the end437
of the seven-year study, each individual was grouped into one of four mark acquisition phases:438
13
439
Not distinctive (DN): no information content in pattern, markings, and leading or trailing edge features.440
Marginally distinctive (DM): very little information content in pattern, markings, and leading or trailing441
edge features.442
Moderately distinctive (D2): two features or one major feature on dorsal fin.443
Very distinctive (D1): multiple major features on dorsal fin.444
445
The mean number of days for an individual to move from Not Distinctive to any of the other three mark446
acquisition phases was determined. Of the 77 dolphins monitored, 57% remained Not Distinctive, 23% were447
Marginally Distinctive, 16% were Moderately Distinctive, and 4% were Very Distinctive at the end of the seven-448
year study. The mean number of days for an individual to become Marginally Distinctive, Moderately449
Distinctive, and Very Distinctive was 477 + 347 SD, 752 + 480 SD, and 613 + 582 SD, respectively. Thus, there450
was a high level of individual variation in mark acquisition for bottlenose dolphins in Sarasota Bay. Current451
research in Sarasota is focused on examining the ontogeny of fin features over time and quantifying significant452
changes in dorsal fin markings that could result in misidentification of a given individual. The long-term research453
program in Sarasota Bay provides an excellent opportunity to assess fin changes over time and to measure454
differences in markings associated with age-sex demographics. This analysis should be compared to other long-455
term studies to determine the differences in mark acquisition rates among populations.456
457
Recommendations458
We conclude that the rate of mark acquisition is not likely to be an issue with small populations studied over short459
time periods. However, when researchers estimate abundance for large, open populations, and particularly when460
with survey effort is conducted over longer time intervals, they should make an effort to estimate mark acquisition461
rates. Notches on the dorsal fin and flukes are long-term, if not permanent; survey effort over long time periods462
may increase the likelihood of committing identification errors as marks are acquired over time. Future research463
is necessary to link mark acquisition rates to an appropriate survey methodology that limits errors in photo-464
identification. In particular, researchers should estimate the rate of mark change or measure the duration of marks465
when using temporary marks, such as skin lesions (Wilson et al. 1997, Wilson et al. 1999). As a practical matter,466
researchers should endeavor to use markings that change as little as possible, monitor mark evolution, and467
estimate the rate of mark loss or change.468
469
Behavior of Unmarked Animals (Assumptions 4 & 5)470
The assumptions of conventional models that the capture probability is unaffected by the “marking” or471
photographing (assumption 4) and that catchability is homogeneous (assumption 5) may also be violated. Most472
researchers assume that the behavior of the marked animals they capture in photographic images is representative473
of the population, but few studies have tested this assumption. This issue becomes particularly important as the474
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proportion of marked individuals in a sample decreases. Are distinctive individuals really representative of the475
entire population? How should this assumption be tested? Two potential sampling effects may result in a476
violation of this assumption: an ‘animal’ effect and an ‘observer’ effect. We consider both types of effect below.477
478
The primary issue that may contribute toward the ‘animal’ sampling effect occurs when animals are distinctive,479
but are not encountered or available to be photographed. The influence of the platform used to approach animals480
for photographic capture may have an effect on sampling. For example, some animals may be more timid around481
survey vessels, whereas other animals may be attracted to them. This kind of behavioral response may contribute482
to the situation in which animals are individually identifiable but not captured - is the animal sensitive to the483
sampling method and how is this potential bias assessed? Sampling methods may be adjusted to address484
individuals that avoid boats by employing quiet vessels or alternative platforms to determine whether the vessel is485
influencing the behavior of the study animal. For animals that are evasive, another option is to increase the focal486
length of the camera lens to photograph animals from a greater distance. By applying alternative methods suited487
for the study animal, the avoidance behavior of some animals can be mitigated to some degree.488
489
This ‘animal’ effect is likely to vary among species and among populations due to local factors, such as the490
presence of other boats, the occurrence of predators, and/or habitat type. If marks are obtained from491
anthropogenic impacts (e.g., boat strike), it is possible that marked animals may be more wary of boats and thus492
less available to be photographed. To ensure that all animals (marked and unmarked) are photographed and that493
the behavior of unmarked animals is accounted for, it is best to sample animals as uniformly as possible;494
photographs should be taken of all animals, regardless of how well marked the individual is or whether an495
individual has already been photographed (Eguchi 2003). Also, increasing capture probability by increasing the496
study area for animals with large ranges and intensifying sampling effort will help to detect more individuals and497
decrease this bias.498
499
For some cetacean species, specifically those identified by notch patterns on fins or fluke edges, individuals500
become marked as a function of age (see above). Most calves, for example, typically do not have identifying501
marks, and are not normally included in capture-recapture analyses; younger animals may be included at an502
earlier age only when using excellent quality images to identify small or subtle features. Researchers should503
report whether they include calves in their sample, (and clearly define the category “calf”), as calves are usually504
closely associated with their mothers and thus are not mixed at random in the population (Rosel et al. 2011). In505
many species, males acquire marks earlier in life than females (Tolley et al. 1995, Wilson 1997), which may506
introduce a sex bias in estimates, although this may vary from population to population, and species to species.507
508
There are several possible ways to test for differences in the behavior of marked and unmarked animals. Tags can509
be applied to marked and unmarked animals to compare behavioral responses to survey vessels. However, the510
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application of tags may change or influence the behavior of the animal, confounding individual variation in511
behavior. Behavioral responses to tagging may be mitigated by tagging the animal remotely instead of capturing512
the animal to apply the tag, allowing sufficient time between tagging and data collection (Elwen et al. 2006), and513
ensuring that both marked and unmarked animals are tagged. A noninvasive method to compare the behavior or514
catchability of marked and unmarked animals is to use marks not typically used in capture-recapture analyses.515
Auger-Méthé and Whitehead (2007) used this approach for long-finned pilot whales in Nova Scotia, Canada.516
They used 15 mark types, such as scrapes, saddle patches, eye blazes, scars, tooth rakes to determine whether517
these temporary marks could improve identification. The study showed that the proportion of the population that518
was identifiable did not differ from the rest of the population in its susceptibility to factors causing marks, such as519
predation, and was representative of the whole population. The potential for this source of bias should be520
evaluated in other species.521
522
There are two potential sources of ‘observer’ effect: (1) field sampling may vary among photographers and (2) the523
criteria used to determine which animals are marked or unmarked in the laboratory may be subjective, resulting in524
misidentifications. Some photographers may be more skilled at capturing animals with an unbiased approach in525
the field. It would be useful to examine the process of photographic capture in the field and determine how this526
may influence the resulting photo-identification images. It would be particularly interesting to examine the527
effects of group size, behavior, and survey conditions on the quality and number of images obtained. Despite the528
use of criteria for the selection of images and the evaluation of distinctiveness, subjectivity may be introduced if529
more than one observer is involved in the identification and capture-recapture analysis, as was clear from our530
photo-identification exercise.531
532
There is also a potential interaction between the animal effect and the observer effect. Inexperienced533
photographers may under-represent classes/individuals that are more difficult to photograph (e.g., calves), and534
thus there may be fewer of such animals within their samples (or in the extreme case, some classes/individuals535
will be effectively unavailable). However, this could be investigated by generating estimates using different data536
samples, for example exploring the effect of restricting the data set to photographs from experienced537
photographers.538
539
Recommendations540
By applying alternative methods (e.g., different survey platforms), the avoidance behavior of some animals can be541
mitigated to some degree. To address the issues of animals that are not observed or photographed and animals542
that are observed or photographed, but are not distinctive or marked, it is important that researchers attempt to543
photograph all individuals in an encounter, marked or unmarked. Complete, unbiased photographic coverage of a544
group is recommended, but if that is not possible, then they should be sure to take photographs of a random545
sample of individuals in the encounter.546
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547
Estimating Proportion of Marked Individuals in the Population548
Another potential source of variation and bias arises from ways in which the proportion of marked animals is549
estimated and used to scale the estimate of abundance to include animals that lack marks. We address the550
following questions and provide a new method for estimating this proportion. How is the proportion of marked551
individuals in an encounter estimated? How are unmarked individuals accounted for in the estimate?552
553
In many species of cetaceans, most of the population is naturally marked. For example, right whale callosity554
patterns (Payne 1986), blue whale pigmentation (Sears et al. 1990) and humpback whale flukes (Katona et al.555
1979) are sufficiently different such that most individuals can be uniquely identified. However, the proportion556
marked is much lower in some species, such as Atlantic white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus acutus), which557
typically possess nondistinctive dorsal fins (Weinrich et al. 2001). As noted above, unmarked animals may558
include calves and juveniles that have not yet developed distinctive marks. In situations where the proportion559
marked is less than 100%, an estimate of the proportion of marked animals is required in order to estimate the560
total abundance from the estimated number of marked animals.561
562
When group sizes are small, the proportion of unmarked individuals can be determined in the field (e.g., Williams563
et al. 1993). In other species and areas, the proportion of marked and unmarked individuals needs to be estimated564
to generate an estimate of abundance. This can be accomplished by analysis of good quality photographs.565
566
For example, the population size (Ñ) of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound, New Zealand was estimated by567
the number of marked individuals in the population N ̂ and data on the proportion of marked individuals in the568
population.569
570
Ñ = and var (Ñ) = Ñ2
571
where N̂ is the estimated abundance of marked individuals, Q is the proportion of photographs containing572
unidentified individuals (P= 1 - Q; proportion of photographs containing identified individuals) and n is the total573
number of photographs from which P was computed (Williams et al. 1993). However, this variance term does574
not include sampling error related to the estimated proportion of marked individuals in the population and575
therefore underestimates the total variance. To include this, the term (1-P)/nP should be replaced with.576
2
577
These authors attempted to photograph all individuals present, whether they were identifiable or not. It may be578
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difficult to use this method with large groups, because it is not possible to determine whether or not all the579
animals in the group were photographed. Wilson et al. (1999) also used this approach and estimated Ñ from the580
proportion of individuals encountered by using subtle skin markings to identify all individuals using high quality581
photographs.582
583
More specific analytical approaches to this problem are currently in development. For example, Eguchi (in press)584
proposes a sampling and analytical process that can estimate the proportion of identifiable individuals in a585
population from photo-identification data. The proposed statistical models require a simple random photographic586
sampling of animals, where the photographic captures are treated as sampling with replacement within each587
group. The total number of images, including those that cannot be identified, and the number of images that588
contain identifiable individuals are used to make inferences about the proportion of identifiable individuals.589
When multiple groups are sampled, the population level proportion of identifiable individuals is estimated from590
the group estimates. Further, the number of images of each individual within each group is used to make591
inference about the group size. Combined with capture -recapture models and appropriate sampling protocols,592
abundance estimates of the total population and their uncertainty can be obtained.593
594
Choosing appropriate mark-recapture models: matching the sampling design to model choices and595
assumptions596
Using photographic documentation of natural markings is an unconventional application of capture-recapture597
methods, so we need to think unconventionally about how to analyze the data. Choices made during data598
selection may induce heterogeneous capture probabilities. For example, if identifications of well-marked599
individuals are used from lower quality photographs that are not usable for all individuals, this will result in600
biased estimates using conventional mark-recapture models that assume equal capture probabilities (Otis et al.601
1978). However, heterogeneity is even more likely, and in reality unavoidable, due to the challenges of sampling602
mobile individuals in the marine environment. Rather than controlling the capture process, for example through603
the use of trapping grids, cetacean researchers are generally faced with the problem of sampling individuals with604
heterogeneous ranging patterns and behavioral responses to the survey vessel, with the effective coverage of605
photographic samples varying over time due to both changes in survey conditions and animal behavior. These606
sources of variability simply cannot be adequately controlled in the capture process, and models that allow for607
both temporal and individual variation in capture probability are typically required (e.g., Wilson et al. 1999, Read608
et al. 2003).609
610
More recently, advances in statistical models and computing also allow the fitting of models that describe more611
“realistically complex” capture processes. For example, mixture models can be used to describe clustered612
heterogeneity (Whitehead and Wimmer 2005, Durban et al. 2010) that may result from animals having similar613
capture probabilities within relatively stable social groupings, with greater variance among clusters. A further614
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example is the use of hierarchical models to describe either positive or negative covariance between repeat615
surveys in terms of which individuals they captured; this may occur when certain surveys are more or less likely616
to capture certain individuals because they are unevenly distributed in either time, space or both (e.g., Durban et617
al. 2005, Durban et al. 2010). Such dependencies between survey samples can arise particularly when using618
opportunistic photographic samples, rather than data collected solely for the purpose of photographic capture-619
recapture sampling, and these modern capture-recapture models offer the ability to relax the assumption of620
independent or random sampling.621
622
Consideration of the spatial context of sampling is also very important, because the ranges of individual cetaceans623
often extend beyond small study areas (Durban et al. 2005). This mobility can result in heterogeneity in ranging624
patterns (e.g., Lusseau et al. 2006), while temporary emigration beyond the study area (Whitehead 1990, Durban625
et al. 2000a) and the presence of “transient” individuals among local or “resident” populations (Conn et al. 2011)626
creates uncertainty over population definition. When estimation of abundance is the research focus, temporary627
emigration serves to decrease capture probability (Kendall and Nichols 2002) that may change as a function of628
time (Hammond 1990). When the area is consistently used by at least a subset of individuals, it may be possible629
to model this structured heterogeneity with mixture models to classify and monitor a distinct local population630
cluster (Conn et al. 2011, Fearnbach et al. 2012). In this case, it is important to be explicit and consistent about631
the spatial extent of sampling for consistent population definition.632
633
Many of these recent developments in capture-recapture modeling have been aided by advances in statistical634
computation. There is increasing use of the program MARK (White and Burnham, 1999) for application of a635
suite of mark-recapture models to cetacean data sets, and WinBUGS (Lunn et al. 2000) has enabled researchers to636
more easily fit Bayesian hierarchical models using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods where637
analytic solutions are intractable. Bayesian inference based on full probability distributions is increasingly638
advocated as appropriate for quantifying and communicating uncertainty in ecological data analysis (Durban et al.639
2000b, Wade 2000).640
641
This utility extends to model selection, allowing inference to be based on a weighted average of candidate models642
simply by sampling across a mixture of competing models in the same MCMC fitting procedure (e.g., Durban et643
al. 2005, King et al. 2010), thus incorporating model selection uncertainty into the final probability distribution644
for abundance. This is important in unconventional situations when it has not been possible to control the capture645
process to fit one particular model, but it is a poor substitute for careful sample design that controls and646
maximizes capture probabilities to allow more precise inference. Once the best model(s) has been selected, it647
remains important to check the adequacy of model fit, but this is a component of inference that is often648
overlooked. Posterior predictive checks offer a very flexible approach for assessing model fit within a Bayesian649
framework: by predicting data from the model to compare to the real data this approach allows for the checking of650
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overall model fit (e.g., Durban et al. 2010) in addition to specific structural aspects of a model such as the651
differential fit to the capture histories of individuals (Fearnbach et al. 2012).652
653
Capture-recapture analysis: the importance of good practice in the field and laboratory654
The main goal in capture-recapture studies is to minimize bias and maximize precision; typically a compromise655
exists between these two desiderata. As software programs facilitate the ease with which an increasing array of656
capture-recapture models can be applied to photographic data, field researchers need to be increasingly vigilant in657
their choice of data acquisition and selection methods to ensure robust inference. Although recent advances in658
analytical methods can help overcome some of the unavoidable sources of heterogeneity, this does not mean that659
researchers can ignore the potential for bias. Instead, we encourage them to try to evaluate the bias-precision660
tradeoffs associated with data collection and processing.661
662
In summary, we recommend that researchers using photo-identification methods to estimate abundance of663
cetaceans should address potential sources of heterogeneity by assigning scores of distinctiveness and image664
quality and explore the potential effects of variation in these parameters on abundance estimates and on the665
selection and fit of capture-recapture models. The results of our photo-identification exercise demonstrated that666
researchers in our field exhibit considerable variation in the methods used to select images and data for capture-667
recapture analyses, and we underscore a previous recommendation that variability among analysts be incorporated668
into observation and capture-recapture models (Barlow et al. 2011).669
670
We recommend that image quality be assessed prior to the matching process in capture-recapture studies and that671
relevant criteria and thresholds used should be reported. This is particularly important because of recent advances672
in digital media which have allowed researchers to obtain large numbers of high resolution images that can be673
easily manipulated and enhanced. Researchers should stratify their data sets by distinctiveness ratings and674
investigate the influence on abundance estimates of including animals of varying distinctiveness. As noted above,675
researchers should also endeavor to use markings that change as little as possible, monitor mark evolution, and676
estimate the rate of mark loss or change, particularly for studies that span long time periods. The criteria used by677
researchers for photographic capture-recapture analysis do not need to be standardized across species, but should678
be evaluated and reported in the literature. It is good practice to first decide on the mark(s) or features that are679
deemed to be distinctive in each case study, and then decide on the level of image quality necessary to reliably680
document these marks.681
682
In the field, researchers should strive to photograph all individuals in an encounter, whether they are marked or683
unmarked, or at a minimum, to photograph a representative sample of individuals present. This will help to684
minimize the introduction of bias caused by animals that are “trap happy” or particularly well-marked or “trap685
shy” or less well-marked. Analyses should investigate possible “photographer” effects by stratifying data by the686
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experience level of the photographer and investigating the sensitivity of abundance estimates to data choices.687
688
Heterogeneity is inherent in photo-identification data, some of which can be minimized in the sampling design, in689
the field, during the analytical process and, finally, in model selection. There is now a wide array of mark-690
recapture modeling tools available, ranging from conventional models that can be implemented using standard691
software to hierarchical models that can be tailored to specific applications. Model selection uncertainty should692
be quantified where possible, especially when photo-identification data have not been collected by design to suit a693
specific capture-recapture model. Where data allow, models should be fitted that describe the capture process as694
realistically as possible, and the adequacy of model fit should always be examined.695
696
The tools of photographic capture-recapture have changed markedly since the IWC workshop was held twenty-697
five years ago, but the underlying applications of data obtained by these tools remain unchanged. We hope that698
the recommendations outlined in this paper will allow researchers to use these tools to minimize sources of bias699
and variation in estimates of abundance and other population parameters.700
701
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Table 1. List of research groups that participated in the photo-identification exercise.
No. Research organization No. individuals
1 Cascadia Research (USA) 1
2 Dolphin Biology and Conservation (Italy) 2
3 Duke University Marine Lab (USA) 2
4 Eckerd College (USA) 1
5 Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute (USA) 4
6 Murdoch University Cetacean Research Unit (Australia) 1
7 Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center (USA) 1
8 National Ocean Service/NOAA Charleston (USA) 1
9 University of Otago Marine Mammal Research Group (New Zealand) 1
10 Sarasota Dolphin Research Program/Chicago Zoological Society (USA) 2
11 Sea Mammal Research Unit (Scotland) 1
12 University of Aberdeen (Scotland) 1
18
Table 2. Summary of image selection and grading criteria used by participants for the photo-
identification exercise; thirteen of the eighteen participating individuals provided their image selection
criteria. Letters represent different researchers. Open circles indicate not evaluated and filled circles
identify individuals which evaluated photo quality or distinctiveness features.
Photo Quality A C D E F G H I L N P R S
quantitative ○ ○ ● ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ● ● ● ○
overall score ○ ● ○ ○ ● ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ●
qualitative ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Distinctiveness
Permanent fin
features ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Scars, lesions ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ● ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○
Temporary markings ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
973
974
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Table 3. Summary of criteria assessed in evaluating photographs for photo-identification for capture-recapture975
studies from literature review of 34 publications (listed in Appendix S3).976
Criteria evaluated Proportion reported
Focus/clarity 84%
Angle 77%
Exposure 42%
Lighting/contrast 26%
Proportion visible 29%
Size in frame 42%
No criteria 13%
977
978
Table 4. Summary of timing for transitions of individuals from Not Distinctive to any of the other three mark979
acquisition phases.980
981
Not
Distinctive
(DN)
Marginally
Distinctive
(DM)
Moderately
Distinctive
(D2)
Very
Distinctive
(D1)
Number of dolphins in
distinctiveness category at end of
study period (%) 44 (57%) 18 (23%) 12 (16%) 3 (4%)
Number of dolphins transitioning
to or through distinctiveness
category n/a 28 14 3
Mean number of days to reach
distinctiveness category >689 477 752 613
S.D. n/a 347 480 582
Range (days) 37-2,699 0-1,320 0-1,775 214-1,281982
983
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988
Figure 1. Summary of responses of participants in photo-identification experiment to the question, “How many989
images in each encounter (Encounter 1 and Encounter 2) were of sufficient image quality for photo-990
identification”? Note: each encounter included 50 images.991
992
Figure 2. Summary of responses of participants in photo-identification experiment to the question, “What is the993
number of images that you considered to be “unmarked” or of insufficient distinctiveness for capture-recapture994
analysis in Encounter 1 and Encounter 2”? Note: each encounter included 50 images.995
996
997
998
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Figure 3. Summary of responses of participants in photo-identification experiment to the question, “What is the999
number of unique individuals within each encounter”? Note: each encounter included 50 images.1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
Figure 4. Summary of responses of participants in photo-identification experiment to the question, “What is the1006
number of matched individuals within each encounter”? Note: each encounter included 50 images.1007
1008
1009
Figure 5. Summary of responses of participants in photo-identification experiment to the question, “What is the1010
number of matched individuals between each encounter”?1011
1012
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1013
1014
Figure 6. Results of Chapman modification of the Lincoln-Peterson model applied to test data set results,1015
showing point estimate and 95% CI, sorted from the minimum estimate to the maximum. Letters represent1016
participants in the photo-identification exercise. The open box representing data point “R” is the best estimate1017
given the known number of individuals included in the exercise.1018
1019
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